
THE MAIN CHARACTERISTIC OF THE BAROQUE PERIOD ART

Name the most prominent characteristics of Baroque art and its best known The most important factors during the
Baroque era were the Reformation and the .

Baroque church ceilings thus dissolved in painted scenes that presented vivid views of the infinite to the
observer and directed the senses toward heavenly concerns. Other Influential Italian Artists. While the theme
of Saint Matthew's calling is prevalent in art history, none other can rattle the soul as Caravaggio's piece does.
The works follow a certain S-like shape in the composition. The painting was not lit uniformly but in patches;
details struck by bright, intense light alternated with areas of dark shadow. Queluz National Palace, Portugal:
In the Baroque style of architecture, emphasis was placed on bold spaces, domes, and large masses, as
exemplified by the Queluz National Palace in Portugal. St Peter's Square, Vatican Baroque Architecture
Slideshow Music Characteristics of Baroque Period As was with other art forms, man did not appreciate
Baroque music until many years after the deaths of the great masters. Through the baroque period, the
Christian art, tracked by The Vatican, was used to worship its own divine massiveness and, in the process,
reinforce its political position. The most important factors during the Baroque era were the Reformation and
the Counter-Reformation, with the development of the Baroque style considered to be linked closely with the
Catholic Church. Thus in the landscape painting of the period we see humans often portrayed as tiny figures in
a vast natural setting. Baroque iconography was direct, obvious, and dramatic, intending to appeal above all to
the senses and the emotions. Up to the end of the 17th century, the great baroque style was in weakening, just
like its core promoter, Italy. Throughout the baroque period , it was usual to see paintings that featured wings.
The baroque architecture was intended for creating exhibition and impression, that for, the conventional lines
of the Renaissance were replaced by fluid curves, while the domes and roofs were expanded, and the insides
were carefully build in order to construct remarkable effects of light and shadow. How did the Rococo style
differ from the Baroque? In informal usage, the word baroque describes something that is elaborate and highly
detailed. This technique is visible in this painting by Peter Paul Rubens. The first of these was the emergence
of the Counter-Reformation and the expansion of its domain, both territorially and intellectually. In fact, he
was the model sculptor for all those that followed him in the historical timeline. In France a dignified and
graceful classicism gave a distinctive flavour to Baroque painting, where the later 17th century is also
regarded as a golden age for painting. It is extremely difficult to distinguish reality from representation. The
period started in Italy and its focus was primarily the repair of classic ideas in artistic works during the time
from to  A new line of investigation was required, one congenial to the age; and this Caravaggio supplied. The
premise of the Carracci's Bolognese Academy was that, "art can be taughtâ€”the basis of any academic
philosophy of artâ€”and that the materials of instruction must be the traditions, the antique, and the
Renaissance, in addition to the studying and drawing from life. The new style manifested itself in particular in
the context of new religious orders, like the Theatines and the Jesuits, which aimed to improve popular piety.
The Baroque played into the demand for an architecture that was on the one hand more accessible to the
emotions and, on the other hand, a visible statement of the wealth and power of the Church.


